
ΩMEGA!
No secret can survive on the battlefield...
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OMEGA! is a game about heroes and villains, people with powers.
There is no room in this world for averageness (save for the most
remarkably average things). Most importantly, this is a game about
relationships and secrets. These are the source of your greatest strengths
and melodramas. Exaggerate them. Elaborate on them.

Don’t forget to have fun!

Materials
• A Deck of Cards (Trash the Jokers, then Shuffle)
• 4 to 6 People
• Room to Dance

The Makings of a Hero
Any player that isn’t the VILLAIN is a HERO. This section creates a HERO.
Perform the following steps for every HERO.

1) Draw 2 cards. Consult the [Powers Matrix]* on the back of this sheet to
    learn the Hero’s first power. Do this again so that every HERO has 2
    powers. If the same Power is drawn twice for one HERO, that power is
    considered Omega Level. Regular powers impress regular people...
    Omega Levels are greater: they impress other HEROES.

2) After every HERO has their powers, they must each come up with a
    heroic name and one adjective describing their personality, like “Spicy”
    or “Freak.”

3) Lastly, every HERO needs a heroic pose! Raise your fist in the air, or do
    a masculine twirl. You’ll need to remember this pose, and it’s got
    to use your whole body. A cocked eyebrow alone won’t do.

Select someone to be the SUPER VILLAIN. They’ll read all following rules before play
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The Origins of Evil
The VILLAIN needs to be created, too. Perform the following steps
to create a malicious VILLAIN.

1) Draw 2 cards. Look at the [Powers Matrix] on the back of this sheet to
    learn the VILLAIN’s only power. The VILLAIN’s power is Omega Level.

2) Just like a HERO, give the VILLAIN an imposing name, a describing
    adjective, and a threatening pose.

3) The VILLAIN wants to commit a terrible atrocity. Draw 2 cards, then
    consult the [Atrocity Matrix] to determine step one of your evil plan. 
    Draw another 2 to determine step two. Announce it to the HEROES. 
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*With any matrix, feel free to stretch the results for a more fun story.

Scene One: The Aftermath.................(~5 Min)

This game begins at the end...the VILLAIN has successfully commited
their atrocity! We find our HEROES witness to the VILLAIN’s crime.

Roleplay: The HEROES could be vengeful, devestated, confidant, etc.
The VILLAIN should say where everyone is, what the Aftermath looks
like. This is your time to gloat. Be the terrible person you’d love to hate. 
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Scene Two: The Calm...............................(~8 Min)

Fast-forward some span of time; the HEROES are aboard their Super Jet,
en route to a final showdown with the VILLAIN. The VILLAIN shouldn’t
roleplay in this scene. Consider where the final battle will take place,
though, because it’s the VILLAIN’s job to narrate the setting of the third
and final scene.

Before roleplay, every HERO needs a bond. A HERO’s bond describes
a secret about the relationship between the HERO and VILLAIN. As the
VILLAIN, perform the following steps for every HERO.

1) Draw a card.
    a) If the card is a red suit (Diamond or Heart), consult the 
        [Bond Matrix] to learn what the HERO’s secret relationship to you
        is. Tell ONLY this Hero, and make sure they tell no one:
        this secret burdens them and them alone.
    b) If the card is a black suit (Club or Spade), still consult the
        [Bond Matrix] to learn the HERO’s secret relationship to you. In
        this case, though, tell everyone BUT this HERO, and make sure
        they keep quiet. Everyone keeps this secret from the HERO for
        the HERO’s own good.

Roleplay: The HEROES discuss their thoughts before battle. The Scene
ends when the HEROES reaffirm each other and strike their Pose.
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ΩMEGA!
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Scene Three: The Storm.....................(~20 Min)

The previous scene transitions smoothly into this one; the HEROES leap
from the Super Jet, striking a blistering Pose where they land. The
VILLAIN describes where they’ve landed (a base, an island, etc).

Roleplay: Is the VILLAIN amused? Irritated? Distant? The HEROES
should be colourful: this is no time for pleasantries.

If you haven’t yet, reshuffle the ENTIRE deck of cards (everything but
Jokers). Deal a number of cards equal to [number of HEROES + 1] to
each HERO. In a game with 3 HEROES, each HERO gets 4 cards. Tell
the HEROES that these cards’ numbers represent their strength. A card
with a smaller number will be weaker*. They should be careful using their
greatest cards, though; a HERO’s last card will determine if they survive
in the end....

From this point on, the game becomes cyclical. Each HERO will get
exactly one go as the Initiating Hero in the following steps. Perform the
following steps once for each HERO.

1) The Initiating Hero selects a card from their hand and plays it. Keep it
    hidden from everyone. This is an attack. Try to convey to your fellow
    HEROES how high the number on your card is with how you roleplay
    your attack. For example, if I play a King, I might narrate a colossal
    energy beam that destroys the entire battlefield. (Strike a Pose!)

2) The VILLAIN puts up their defenses. As the VILLAIN, draw a number
    of cards equal to [number of HEROES - 1]. Show all but one of the
    cards to the HEROES, and tell them that the sum of your cards
    (including your hidden card) represent your resistance.

3) The Initiating Hero has their Bond revealed! Anyone who knows can
    spill the secret. This doesn’t affect the card played, but it DEFINITELY
    affects the characters everyone is playing.

4) The HEROES want to beat the sum** of the VILLAIN’s cards with the
    sum of the cards that they play. All HEROES that didn’t Initiate this
    bout take turns playing a single, hidden card. Once again, they try
    to convey the strength of their card through narration.
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5) After all HEROES have played a card, the VILLAIN reveals their hidden
    card and announces their strength for this bout. Then, dramatically,
    reveal the HEROES’ cards one-by-one. Announce the sum of the
    HEROES’ played cards.
        a) If the HEROES’ sum is greater than the VILLAIN’s, the attack is
            successful. Roleplay that success!
        b) If the HEROES’ sum is less than the VILLAIN’s, though...the
            Initiating Hero is Injured and must discard an exta card.

After every HERO has been Initiating Hero once, they should each have
either a single card if they were successful when Initiating, or no cards
if they were Injured. Roleplay: In an act of final desparation, the VILLAIN
attacks with the last of their strength. They are angry, sublime. They
want to destroy every HERO. As VILLAIN, perform the following steps.

1) Draw a number of cards equal to [number of HEROES - 1]. Look at
    them. If you like them, keep them. If you don’t, discard them and
    draw new cards. You must take this second set of cards even if
    they’re lower. This is your final strength.

2) All HEROES reveal all of their remaining cards. Even though a HERO
    is Injured and out of cards, they can still cheer or look on in awe.

One last time, if the HEROES’ sum is greater, the HEROES triumph. They
defeat the VILLAIN. Imprison them. Kill them. Decide together.

If the VILLAIN’s sum is greater, the HEROES fail. They are defeated. Or
they might perish. It’s the VILLAIN’s choice. In either of these end-states
don’t ever forget to roleplay with enthusiasm.

* KQJ are all worth ‘10,” Aces are worth ’11’ !
**HEROES win if they tie with the VILLAIN. Luck favours Justice. 3
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